Gray Cordsets
All ParkPower Cordsets are made of the highest quality materials and construction with features that make them simple and efficient including: Power Indicator Light, Contoured Grip and a swivel head handle.

25SPPG.RV  30A 25’ gray cordset
30SPPG.RV  30A 30’ gray cordset
36SPPG.RV  30A 36’ gray cordset
50SPPG.RV  30A 50’ gray cordset
6152SPPGRV-25  50A 25’ gray cordset
6152SPPGRV-36  50A 36’ gray cordset
6152SPPGRV-50  50A 50’ gray cordset

Gray Inlets
ParkPower Inlets are the industry standard. Offered in two styles, they feature robust construction and corrosion resistant materials for a long life in harsh environments. They include features that make them simple to install and use.

251ELRV.G  15A male locking to 25 A female pigtail adapter
254EL-BRV.G  15A female locking to 25 A female pigtail adapter

Cable TV Inlets
Designed for use in harsh environments, cable TV inlets from ParkPower feature a soft touch cap and a weatherproof seal. Available in single or dual coax connector models.

TV6574.RV  Cable TV Standard White Inlet
TV6574.RV.G  Cable TV Standard Gray Inlet
TV6574D.RV  Dual Cable TV Standard White Inlet
TV6575D.RV.G  Dual Cable TV Standard Gray Inlet

15A Male to 50A Female Pigtail Adapter
Allows connection of a 50A RV cord to a 15A receptacle. Extra wide grip handle and 10/3 outdoor use hard-service cable for quality and durability.

1550ARV

Go Anywhere™ Kits
Go Anywhere kits contain the adapters necessary to connect a 30A or 50A detachable power inlet on an RV to 15A, 30A and 50A receptacles. One kit is all you need to Go Anywhere!

15GOA  30A Go Anywhere Kit
50GOA  50A Go Anywhere Kit

15A Marine Grade Locking Extension Cords
Marine grade 14/3 SJTOW cable and a universal slide button lock on the female end for protection against cable disconnection. The lighted female end provides visual power indication.

150025RV  25 ft, locking
150050RV  50 ft, locking

50A Contour Black Inlet
Same great features as our other Contour inlets, now available in black.

6344EL-BRV.BLK
Dual Check™ Tester
The DualCheck™ combines two of our most popular testers in one design. It quickly provides an accurate analysis of your 120 volt outlet. This non-contact tester offers a 360° LED indicator. The circuit tester has 1 LED readout—no charts to read or memorize! Durable construction withstands up to a 10 foot drop and has up to a 250 pound crush rating.

VD7504GFI

Stop Shock II Advanced GCFI Outlet Analyzer
The Stop Shock II Circuit Analyzer makes it easy to test GFCI receptacles and determine the appropriate wiring correction needed. Designed for the jobsite this tester features Hi-impact ABS housing with a 250 lb crush rating and the ability to withstand drops of up to 10 feet. Backed by a lifetime warranty.

HGT6520

SMART Meter Digital Multimeter
SMART 5 Function Digital MultiMeter View, monitor, capture pictures & data all through your smart phone or tablet! The SMART Meter connects to your phone or tablet via Bluetooth allowing results to be shared via email, text, picture, and to Excel.

SDMM10000

Analog Battery Tester
This tester tests most common household battery types to determine existing charge. Moveable contact arm fits multiple battery sizes. Simple "Low/Good" indicator. Tests: AA, AAA, C, D, 9V, 1.5V button cells.

GBT-3502

String Light Tester
Multifunctional—This all in one unit allows you to check voltage on the light string itself with a 12–600V adjustable sensitivity option, quickly check the fuse and then check the light bulbs individually. Can be used year-round as a non-contact voltage tester to test for the presence of AC voltage prior to working on any electrical project.

VD7500LBBC 5/display
VD7500LBCS 6/clip strip

Grip-Strip™ Hook-and-Loop Fasteners
Gardner Bender’s exclusive Grip-Strips are hook and loop, reusable strips that fasten wires and cables. A cinch tab allows the strip to attach to the cable or cord.

45-V8BKV 8” Tie
45-V11BKW 11” Tie

Vehicle Battery & Charging System Monitor
This instrument is designed for monitoring the voltage of 12V or 24V batteries. Easy to use, just insert it into the cigarette lighter socket. The display and charging system will show the voltage of the battery.

66618CC 5/display
66618CS 6/clip strip
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